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For 1 < p < CO and N > 1 let R(n, k, p, N) denote the radius of the 
smallest disk centered at the origin containing at least K (1 < K < n) zeros 
of every manic polynomial f%(z) = P + xry a,.~” of degree n with 
where 
Estimation of R(n, K, p, n), and some related problems were considered in 
[2]. In particular, it was shown (see [2, Corollary 21) that 
~(n, 1, 2, N) = (W - l)1”2n), qn, I, co, N) = (N - lYn. 
Here we determine R(n, 1, p, N) for all p 3 1. 
LEMMA. Let fn(z) = Cl0 a,xy be a polynomial. If 1 a,/a, j > X > 0, then 
l+l< llfn II9 (1 <P < a>, llfn IL 
(&- /: / 1 + Xeim Ip +)l’* 
ia, I <m- 
77 
Proof. By a classical result of Hardy [1] 
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increases with p (>0) if 0 < p < co. Hence the hypothesis 1 at/an 1 > h 3 0 
implies that for 0 <p < co 
1 < (& 1: 1 1 + 12 1 eim jP &)““/(-& J:m j 1 + heio, I* &)l”, 
77 
i.e., 
I an I < (-& S_: I I a, I + I a0 I eiq lp dv)““/(& j:n I 1 + A@ ID dp)“’ 
=- 
i 1 iT ; I an + II 
uoeiq Ip dtp,“‘/(-& j:m 1 1 + XeiQ Iv &)l”. 
Since a,e-ia + a, = l/rz Cr>’ fn(ei2valn . e-da/n) we may apply Minkowski’s 
inequality to conclude that for 1 < p < co 
( s 
& : / a, + aOeim I9 dcp)l” 
77 
1 1 nn =- _ 
n 27r --nT’ i s 
a,e-im + a0 19 dfp)“’ 
< $5’ (& j::T 1 fn(ei2vnln - e-iQln)lP +)l” 
v=O 
= llfn 112, > 
and thus obtain 
l&Ll<- II fn IIP (1 <p < co). 
(&s’; 1 1 + heim lp &I)~” 
77 
The same proof applies to the case p = co. But the desired estimate 
1 a, j < 11 fn ljm/(l + ;\) follows more readily from the inequality [3] 
laoI +I%1 afnllm. 
As an immediate consequence of the lemma we have 
THEOREM. Let N (31) be arbitrary. If 7 = ~(n, p, N) denotes the (only) 
positive root of the equation (in Y) 
( j 
& In / 1 + rneim Ip &)l” = N 
if l<p<a andof 
l+rn=Iv 
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ifp = co, then the manic polynomial fn(z) = x” + CrIt a,x” with 11 fn /ID = -AT 
has at least one zero in j z / -< 7. 
If not, fn(.z) # 0 in 1 z 1 ~2 7 so that i a, i > 7” and by the lemma 
which is a contradiction. 
CONCLUSION 
The above theorem says that R(n, 1, p, N) < 7 = ~(n, p, N), whereas 
the example fn(z) = x” + q” shows that R(n, 1, p, N) > 7. Hence 
R(n, 1, p, N) = 7. If n, p (1 < p < CO) are fixed, then 
q zz NV” (1 - $A + 0 (&))“” as N+ 00. 
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